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Newsletter
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Our theme for sharing in April is, as you might guess, black and white. The change from color to nocolor can be surprising. The banner fill is taken from a photo of an autumn hillside in the Adirondacks.
It is masked diagonally between color and black and white. Sometimes an image is largely about the
colors, and other times
color can distract from
basic form. The original
is at right. It was about
color more than form .
Looking out my window
as this newsletter as assembled, late March is clearly a good time to approach black and white.
At our March meeting, we shared images based on the theme of shapes and patterns. This was open
to a wide range of interpretations as you will see beginning on page 2. It will begin with an image from
Kathleen Rasmussen which is a color file, but you will see that it was devoid of any color hues due to the
light present when she captured the scene at Longwood Gardens. It ideally links the March theme with
the next month.
Finally, on page 10 you will find a short list of helpful shortcuts for Lightroom that can speed up your
processing. You may want to print it to have at your computer.

Thursday, April 4 at 7:30 PM
HIghlights: Shapes & Patterns ...... 2
LIghtroom Shortcuts ......................10

Cornell Plant Science Building,
Whetzel Seminar Room (Rm.404)
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In March of this year, Kathleen Rasmussen took flight from the Ithaca winter to enjoy the orchid
extravaganza at Longwood Gardens. (It is really worth the trip. ) However, the winter followed her and
upon arriving at the entrance to the gardens, this beautiful display of shapes presented itself to Brian
and Kathy as they left the welcome center on the way to the Longwood Conservatory's colorful display
of orchids.

Kathy is quick to note that this is actually a color image. The histogram shows no dominate color
channels, confirming that the light was totally monochromatic. Fortunately, the conservatory offered a
brilliant color display and the snow discouraged so many, that they nearly had the conservatory totally
to themselves.
Amazing.
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There are also patterns in wildlife, and nowhere is that more evident in birds. Connie Stirling-Engman
shared a very nice image of a Redtail Hawk which visited her backyard on several occasions this
February.

The V-shaped breast pattern on Redtails is a major identification key. This one has an especially
prominent pattern. Connie created a very nice image. The eye is sharp, color is accurate and the
background has nice bokeh so that our attention is held on the subject.
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Devan Accardo also highlighted the shapes and patterns in the animal world. This is a close up of her
dog's eye with lots of interesting features. We begin with the rich blue hues in the eye and the
patterns therein. Then we continue our visual exploration of the swirl of hair. It's very dynamic.

There is more to like in this image. The colors are an ideal blue-to-orange complementary pair. The
focus holds up over nearly the entire field. That's not easy to do with an animal that can shift at any
moment. The range of tones is very well balanced; sampling the tones shows the slight reflection in the
eye is at 98%, which means it still has detail.
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Eugene Kolomatsky continued our exploration of patterns and shapes with a mysterious image that
uses reflections. It seemingly presents two image layers much like Photoshop, but without the
software manipulation. Standing on a bridge in the Cornell Arboretum, Eugene aimed down to the pond
below. The ripples in the surface distort the reflections. Parts of the pond surface reflect the rich blues
of the sky overhead. In other areas, what we see is the form of an overhanging tree. But the tree's form
captures the details in the bottom of the pond.

This is another image that one returns to look at repeatedly. There is a mystery to it.
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Mark Malkin arrived with another set of his photos that triggered the question "what is it?" Let's hold
the answer until we've enjoyed the result. Like Devan's photo, the exposure makes full use of the
dynamic range. The brightest region is 98%, the darkest around 8%. So, no loss of detail. Patterns and
shapes abound. Color? Well it is red and red and ....

Mark revealed that it is a melting ice cube in a red light field, photographed in a technical microscope
arrangement. Beautiful.
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Lisa Stankus continues to show what can be achieved with a phone camera and a bit of manipulation.
She reports that it began with an image of a moss-covered log on a snowy day. She then manipulated
it in Instagram. So the result has two textures - moss and snow - that were then mirrored into a pattern
and formed into a collage.

So, another captivating image. It would be interesting to demonstrate this at a meeting.
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Our newest member, Ken Hall, found shapes and patterns while kayaking on an Adirondack pond last
summer. Nice colors and patterns within a larger pattern. Notice that the water beads on many of the
leaves seem to follow a pattern, perhaps due to some structure in the leaves.

Ken, welcome to CNP.
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Paul Schmitt shared a black and
white image of the patterns in the
trunk of a palm tree in Costa Rica.
The corresponding color image did
not as clearly present the pattern
of the layers in the tree.

This was a challenging theme, and our members responded with a set of truly creative images.
Thanks to all of the contributors.
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Popular Lightroom Shortcuts
Here are some shortcuts
that I frequently use in
Lightroom. I also combine
these with another feature
when I make my first pass at
a set of images. Find Auto
Advance in the Library
Module. You will find it in
the tab labeled Photo. Turn
it on. Beginning with the
first image set to single
image view (shortcut F), I
key the rating shortcut . I
limit it to one of these:

x, 1, 2 or 3
with the rule:
x = reject

Popular Lightroom Shortcuts
Key

Takes image to full screen mode, repeat to undo

D
G
E
I
P

Open Develop Module

X

Reject image

1,2,3,4,5
B

1= only if desperate
2= possible to edit

X

With each key entry, LR
indexes to the next image. I
can review up to about
fifteen images per minute
with this. I then return to
edit beginning with level 3
images. Try 2's if no choice.

Action

F
\

Ctrl+]
Ctrl+[

3= definitely to edit

by Paul Schmitt

O
] and [
/
H

Ctrl+/

Cycle between before and after of image

Grid view of Library Module
Single image view of Library Module
Cycle between thru information overlays for single image
Flag an image in review (as a favorite)

Image rating i.e. 1=poor, 2=maybe, 3=edit, 4=special
Add to quick collection
Rotate image clockwise
Rotate image counter-clockwise
Rotate crop
Show/hide mask overlay in Develop Module
Increase and decrease brush or eraser size
Cycles thru different locations for spot removal input
Hides/reveals spot removal pins
Reveals full list of shortcuts for current module
PSS 1/25/2019

Once I feel have a good set of edited images, I delete X's and 1's. At the year's end, I go thru and delete
most 2's that were never edited. This keeps my file size from exploding with useless images.
You should be able to do a screen snip of this table and paste it into a print file. If you want a fresh
copy, just email me.
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Please Note

Newsletter
Editor:

Paul Schmitt

Membership is $20 for new and
existing members. For existing
members, it is due in September.
You may pay at our next meeting,
or, if preferred, you can mail it to
Nancy Ridenour at 346 Warren
Road, Ithaca, NY 14850. Thank
you.

Keep updated
at:

cayugaphotographers.wordpress.com

CNP
President:

Brian Chabot

CNP V-P,
Programs:

Adam Baker

Webmaster:

Mike Goldstein

Treasurer &
Membership:

Nancy Ridenour

For new members, you are added
Membership
$20,
dueyou
each
to our mailingislist
once
send
currently.
You
may
pay
at
our next
in your dues.
meeting, or, if preferred, you mail
Thank
you! Ridenour at 346
it to Nancy
Warren Road, Ithaca, NY 14850.
Thank you!
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